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TERNA ENERGY: New Investments € 250 mllion in Greek RES Market
Continuing its investment program in Greece, TERNA ENERGY implements new investments of more
than € 250 million in the clean energy production sector.
More specifically, in 2019 TERNA ENERGY began its investment of € 150 million in Evoia, with the
implementation of nine wind farms with a total capacity of 121 MW. The project is expected to be
gradually completed in the first half of 2020.
At the same time, through the recent tenders in RES market, TERNA ENERGY secured additional new
projects in Central Greece, where new wind farms with a total capacity of 96.6 MW will be
constructed. The total budget exceeds € 104 million. The construction works of the wind farms will
begin in the coming months and are expected to be completed between 2021-2022.
Referring to the new investments of TERNA ENERGY in Greece, Mr. George Peristeris, Chairman of
TERNA ENERGY, stated: “For more than 20 years we have been systematically investing in the Greek
RES market, we are pioneers in the production of clean energy and in the fight against climate change,
continuously trying through our investments - despite the problems and huge delays - the fastest and
largest possible penetration of RES in the Greek energy market. TERNA ENERGY has long been the
largest investor in the Greek RES market and at the same time the largest Greek RES company
internationally. Believing in our investment plan and our country's huge prospects of lean energy
production, we have decided to make new investments in wind energy production, with a total
budget of more than € 250 million. We hope that soon the institutional interventions that are now
pending will be finally implemented, in order to be able to make additional investments of €800
million in the field of pumped energy storage, creating at the same time hundrends of new jobs.
Investments that are mature and ready for immediate implementation. For decades, we believe and
emphasize at every opportunity that Greece can and should be a pioneer in clean energy production,
attracting huge investments in RES production, interconnections and storage, through high added
value methods, for the benefit of the environment, employment, growth, national energy security
and the country’s self-sufficiency. "
It is reminded that recently “Gopher Creek” (Fluvanna 2) Wind Farm in Borden County, Texas,
commenced commercial operation and all the procedures for the acquisition of “Bearkat” Wind Farm
in Glasscock County, Texas were successfully completed, further extending TERNA ENERGY’S total
installed capacity in the US to 651 MW.

Overall, the company operates, is constructing or has fully licensed 1,512 MW of RES installations in
Europe and the US. The total installed capacity of the Group amounts 1,390 MW, namely 607 MW in
Greece, 651 MW in the USA and 132 MW in the Southeast Europe. The company’s next goal is to
reach 2000 MW of RES projects in operation.
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